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Sentence 1 
 2 

It was on March 5, 2003, that bitter and frenzied day on which 17 people were killed and many others were injured in a 3 
suicide attack that occurred on Bus 37 on Moriah Blvd. in Haifa. The charges before us deal with this attack and the 4 
acts that preceded it. 5 
 6 
1. The Indictment and the Conviction 7 
 8 
1.1 We convicted the Defendant, based on his admission, for the offenses of concealment and conspiring to aid the 9 

enemy in wartime – offenses under Sections 95, 92 and 99 of the Penal Code, 5737 – 1977. 10 
 11 

According to the facts of the revised indictment, to which the Defendant confessed and was convicted, the 12 
Defendant was involved, together with his brothers Hafiz and Isma’il, in planning the attacks in Israel as 13 
described below. Hafiz is a resident of Hebron while the Defendant and his brother Isma’il are residents of 14 
Haifa. 15 
 16 

1.2 Around October 2002, Hafiz told the Defendant that he was recruited into a Hamas cell and that he took part in 17 
attacks against soldiers including the killing of male and female soldiers. 18 

 19 
1.3 The Defendant and his brother Isma’il spoke a number of times during 2002 about operations against Israel. 20 

During one of these conversations, they conspired to commit a suicide attack within the borders of the State of 21 
Israel. The plan which the Defendant proposed to his brother Isma’il was that Isma’il would blow himself up and 22 
a few minutes afterwards, the defendant would blow himself up as well in the same place, with the objective to 23 
harm the security and rescue forces which would arrive at the scene of the incident. When Isma’il agreed to the 24 
plan, the Defendant then told Hafiz. 25 
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 Further, the Defendant asked Isma’il to experiment connecting a mobile telephone with a lamp, so that when the 1 
telephone would ring, the lamp would light up. The Defendant explained that the experiment was intended to be 2 
used in the future in an attack, by connecting a mobile phone to an explosive material that would explode. 3 

 4 
1.4 Around February 2003, the Defendant met with Hafiz in Hebron and they conspired to commit a suicide attack 5 

in Haifa. Hafiz approached the Defendant and explained to him that he needed the Defendant’s help for the plan 6 
including locating a target, bringing the terrorist who would commit the attack into Israel, and hiding the 7 
explosive device that would be used in the attack. When the Defendant agreed, they decided that the exact 8 
details of the attack would be discussed by them at a later date. 9 

 10 
1.5 In a meeting held in Jerusalem on March 1, 2003, Hafiz announced that the Hamas organization intended to 11 

carry out a suicide attack in Haifa, whereby the suicide bomber would leave Hebron, be driven to a certain 12 
location by Hafiz and then the Defendant would drive him to the site of the attack. During the discussion the 13 
Defendant proposed a government building as a possible site for the attack, and offered as an example an ISA  14 
facility. 15 

 16 
1.6 On March 4, 2003 Hafiz notified the Defendant that the suicide bomber would enter Israel the following day, on 17 

March 5, 2003, in order to carry out the attack. On March 5, 2003 Hafiz drove the suicide bomber from Hebron 18 
to Haifa. Hafiz spoke with the Defendant at noontime and the Defendant understood from this conversation that 19 
Hafiz was with the suicide bomber on their way to the attack. 20 

 21 
1.7 The suicide bomber, who was driven from Hebron to Haifa, got on a 37 Egged bus in Haifa and detonated 22 

himself around 2:00 p.m. on March 5, 2003, adjacent to 48 Moriah Blvd. Seventeen of the passengers on the bus 23 
were killed in the attack and dozens were injured. 24 

 25 
1.8 The Defendant’s actions, as described in the indictment, amounted to conspiracy to aid an enemy in war and 26 

concealment, by his silence, of the planned attack which the Defendant knew about, both from the preliminary 27 
plans with Hafiz and from Hafiz’s reports that were made before the incident occurred. 28 
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2. Proceedings after the conviction 1 
 2 
2.1 The Defendant admitted to the revised indictment, after the removal of two counts: the failure to prevent a crime 3 

and conspiracy to murder – offenses under sections 262, 300 and 499 of the Penal Code, 5737 – 1977. The 4 
Defendant’s admission was made without any agreement as to sentencing, other than the absence of any 5 
objection by the Prosecution to the Defense Attorney’s motion that we order a probation report which we did. 6 

 7 
2.2 Following the Defendant’s conviction, the representative body of the parents of the victims of the attack 8 

submitted a motion. In the motion the parents asked that we order the dismissal of “the plea bargain” (in their 9 
words). The reasons stated in the motion was that the two counts should not have been deleted, since it would 10 
not have been difficult to attribute the offenses to the Defendant, and convict him on four statutory counts in the 11 
original indictment. 12 

 13 
2.3 We heard the arguments of counsel for the parents as well as a number of parents. We listened to the 14 

Prosecutor’s response. After an adjournment, to allow additional investigations to be carried out by the 15 
Prosecution, and after another response of the Prosecution was filed with us, we dismissed the motion. In our 16 
decision of January 4, 2003, we explained that the deletion of the two statutory counts in the original indictment 17 
was meaningless. One of the statutory counts that were erased (failure to prevent a crime) was in any case 18 
subsumed in the more serious crime of concealment and it is not clear that it should have been included in the 19 
indictment from the beginning. As for the offense of conspiracy to commit murder, we stated that the families 20 
were not deprived of their rights, since the more serious offense of conspiring to aid an enemy in wartime was 21 
retained. We reiterated that there was no bargain made about the sentencing, and the parties left this issue to the 22 
discretion of the court. 23 

 24 
3. Argument for sentencing 25 
 26 
3.1 The District Attorney, who argued the sentence on behalf of the Prosecution, said that the proper punishment 27 

was life imprisonment without any room for mercy towards the Defendant. She emphasized the difficulty in 28 
wartime dealing with individuals like the Defendant, who are “enemies from within.”  29 
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3.2 The District Attorney continued to argue that a suicide attack is not the work of only one person. The suicide 1 
bomber is part of a group, and each of the members of the group contributes to the outcome. She further 2 
emphasized the seriousness of the fact that the Defendant was living in Haifa, where he could plan, together with 3 
his brother, attacks in the State of Israel because of his familiarity with the conditions in the city. 4 

 5 
3.3 As for the offense of conspiracy to aid an enemy, the District Attorney stated that the conspirator is considered 6 

under the law the same as the individual who carries out the act, and the actions of the Defendant are on the 7 
upper scale of the severity of the offense. She further emphasized the need for a substantial punishment in order 8 
to deter potential offenders from taking part in these types of crimes. She also asked for the maximum penalty to 9 
be imposed for the charge of concealment. 10 

 11 
3.4 The District Attorney referred to the report and stated that if we were expecting any type of remorse from the 12 

Defendant, or at least information that would contribute to an understanding of his thought process, the report 13 
did not contain either. 14 

 15 
3.5 We heard the families of the victims and they were very difficult and painful words. We cannot even begin to 16 

present all the things that were said in our sentence, or even a small amount of things that were said. We do not 17 
pretend to be able to put on paper the enormity of the pain and grief that the families expressed. They spoke 18 
about the terrible loss they felt, the inexplicable loss of the son or daughter whose life was cut short, about the 19 
fact that since the day of the incident and onward they themselves stopped living. They mentioned the finality of 20 
death, the knowledge that would be with them for the rest of their lives that their dear ones would not be with 21 
them anymore, would not grow up, would not develop and would not establish families. 22 

 23 
 The families asked that the Defendant be strictly punished, and in the absence of a death penalty, to guarantee 24 

that he would be imprisoned for the rest of his life without any possibility of parole. 25 
 26 
 Even though the injured victims were not brought before us, we do not forget their pain or the pain of their 27 

families either. 28 
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3.6 The Defense Attorney – who argued before us amidst a tough, charged atmosphere – argued that there is nothing 1 
that ties the Defendant to the attack and the outcome, since the Defendant was not charged with being an 2 
accessory to murder. He further stated that the indictment does not contain any reference to the existence of any 3 
mental element by the Defendant regarding the attack. In this context he said that Hafiz did not tell the 4 
Defendant about his plans in respect to the name of the suicide bomber and where the attack would take place. 5 
As for the charge of concealment he noted that the duty to report related to the act committed by the Defendant’s 6 
brother, and the Defendant should not be obliged to report to the authorities about his brother’s intentions or 7 
actions. 8 

 9 
 The Defense Attorney cited case law to demonstrate that even in more serious cases, more lenient punishments 10 

were meted out than those petitioned for by the Prosecutor. The Defense Attorney told us that the Defendant was 11 
waiving his right to speak before sentencing. 12 

 13 
4. Sentence 14 
 15 
4.1 It seems that you cannot find any resident among the residents of Haifa who does not know at least one family 16 

who lost someone dear to them in the horrible attack. When the attack occurred, every parent in the Carmel, 17 
whose children were still in school, began to search for their sons and daughters, as the attack occurred at the 18 
end of the school day, and any of the children could have been on the bus where the attack took place. The 19 
suicide bomber, before connecting the electrical circuit that caused the explosion, saw his victims, but he had 20 
only one goal before his eyes – the result of blind hatred – to kill them, as many as possible. 21 

 22 
 In a war that the State is conducting against its enemies, we know who our enemies are from the outside, but we 23 

do not know who are helping them from inside, they live among us and walk among us, are flourishing in the 24 
democratic environment and enjoying its benefits, and at the same time are working to subvert it. 25 

 26 
4.2 The Defendant, who lives in the heart of the city of Haifa, conspired with the enemies of the State to assist them 27 

in their war against the State of Israel, even though he holds an Israeli identity card. The Defendant chose to hold 28 
his peace, and instead of fulfilling his civic duty and reporting the terrible deed which was about to take place, 29 
allowed the terrorist to commit the attack and leave behind a long line of victims, so that “here lay our bodies,” 30 
and families in ruins. This is what will be before us when we decide the sentence. 31 
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4.3 The families made before us many difficult statements and complaints about how the State failed to protect and 1 
safeguard their loved ones, and they petitioned the court as a body which represents, in their words, the final 2 
frontier in the war against terror. And we asked ourselves, is it not a heavy burden that the families dropped at 3 
our doorstep – how do they expect the court to serve as a protective wall, and the sole weapon that we have is 4 
our book of laws! 5 

 6 
4.4 The offense of aiding the enemy in war, an offense according to section 99 of the Penal Code, 5737 – 1977, is 7 

one of a number of offenses that the legislature planted in the garden of offenses against State security. We have 8 
said in the past about these offenses (Civil File (Haifa) 259/02 State of Israel v. Tajrid, issued on January 15, 9 
2003): 10 

 11 
  “A cold wind blows between the sections of the law dealing with the security of the State, and 12 

anyone reading them, feels a shudder down their back, as if the legislator is standing above him 13 
shaking his index finger at him ‘be careful not to enter the forbidden garden.’ The penalties are 14 
very serious…” 15 

 16 
 We cite the language of sections 92 and 99: 17 
   18 
  “92. Conspiring or an attempt to commit a crime under this part, is the same as the commission of 19 

the offense. 20 
 21 
  99. (a) A person who commits, with an intent to aid an enemy in his war against Israel, an act that 22 

assists him in doing so – his sentence is death or life imprisonment. 23 
  (b) For the purpose of this section, ‘aid’ – includes delivering information with the intent that it will 24 

reach the enemy or knowing that it is meant to reach the enemy, and it is not relevant that if at the 25 
time of its delivery there is no war being conducted.” 26 

 27 
 The offense of aiding the enemy in war is a unique offense. It is unique because it needs a double special intent – 28 

an intent to aid the enemy in his war and an intent to harm the security of the State – Criminal Appeal 6411/98 29 
Minbar v. State of Israel, 55(2) Decision 150, 207. And what is this intent? An awareness of the elements of 30 
the factual basis and a desire to bring about a result. This is a behavioral offense that does not 31 
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 require a result, and it is sufficient to have a desire (“wish”) to achieve a result – Civil Appeal 172/88 Vanunu v. 1 
State of Israel, 44(3) P.D. 265, 277, 302. 2 

 3 
 With respect to the offense of aiding an enemy, the legislature did not discuss the word “aid” as a derivative 4 

offense, but as an independent offense that stands on its own. Further, in section 92 of the Law, the legislature 5 
compared the status of a person who conspires or one who attempts to commit an offense of aiding the enemy, to 6 
someone who commits the actual offense. 7 

 8 
 What is the unique severity that the legislature felt to attribute to the offense of aiding the enemy in war, so that 9 

the punishment would be death (!!!) or life imprisonment? Such a severe punishment, that even the legislature 10 
found it proper to impose on someone whose actions do not pass the threshold of conspiracy or attempt? 11 

 12 
 The answer is that the offense of aiding an enemy in war affects our very lives, it touches on the essence of the 13 

existence of the State, the safety of its citizens and residents, the administration of rule and government. 14 
 15 
4.5 Therefore, in drug offenses we recognized “the drug chain” and in offenses dealing with trafficking in women 16 

we recognized the “trafficking chain” – Criminal Appeal 11196/02 Prodental v. State of Israel, 64 Dinim 955. 17 
And at present when suicide bombers are exploding themselves in the middle of a city, on buses and inside 18 
businesses, we became introduced to the “chain of death.” The order of the chain begin with inciters, planners, 19 
funders and recruiters, and continues onto “engineers” and aiders and abettors, and ends with the pressing of the 20 
switch, the explosion followed by a moment of silence and the stench of burning flesh. 21 

 22 
 Our war against the chain of death is like Israel’s war against Amalek. A war to the finish without compromises. 23 

And in the legal sphere, the court must act to the best of its ability to break the chain, each and every link. 24 
Therefore, the court is entitled and must give content to the offense of aiding an enemy in war, and the 25 
legislature gave a wide opening to the court in the definition of the aid, in the word “including.” Thus we learn 26 
that the aid to the enemy has many faces, and can wear different forms and alternatives. 27 
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4.6 In the case before us, the Defendant did not hide his desire or intention to provide assistance in the commission 1 
of attacks against citizens of the State. In the beginning, he conspired with his brother Isma’il to commit a 2 
suicide attack with him in Haifa, and he told this conspiracy to his brother Hafiz who lived in Hebron. He asked 3 
his brother Isma’il to conduct an experiment to test the possibility of operating an explosive device from a 4 
distance by using a mobile phone. He agreed to help his brother Hafiz commit an attack in Israel and to help find 5 
a target for the attack, to bring the terrorist to Israel, to hide the explosive device and to drive the terrorist from a 6 
specific point where his brother Hafiz would bring him. And on the date before the horrible attack, after his 7 
brother Hafiz told him about the attack that would take place the next day, answered that on his part, it was fine. 8 

 9 
 And on the actual day of the attack, after talking to his brother Hafiz and understanding that he and the attacker 10 

were on their way to commit the attack, he did not tell anyone about the suicide bomber who was entering the 11 
city. For this the Defendant was also convicted with the crime of concealment and it is surprising, why the 12 
defense counsel, during his summations for punishment, argued about the applicability of the exception in 13 
section 95(c) of the Penal Code after the Defendant admitted to this offense. In any event, and needless to add, 14 
we will say that since the suicide bomber was not the Defendant’s brother, the Defendant cannot in any case 15 
avail himself of this exception [parenthetically we would like to add that Hafiz, the Defendant’s brother, was 16 
killed, following an IDF strike]. 17 

 18 
4.7 It is not hidden from us the fact that the Defendant was not assigned any connection to the commission of the 19 

specific attack on the 37 bus and that he is not considered an accomplice or abettor to the actual attack but is 20 
someone who covered up the actions (see also the response of the State to the petition of the bereaved families, 21 
on the page before the last). However, in our opinion, the factual review described above, for which the 22 
Defendant was convicted for conspiracy to aid the enemy in war, is sufficiently dire, and shows that the 23 
Defendant acted with enthusiasm and empathy, and included taking initiative, in order to place him in the chain 24 
of death.  25 

 26 
 Needless to say the probation report does not teach us about the mindset of the Defendant. The report contains 27 

general statements about the fact that the Defendant did not initially believe that his brother Hafiz’s intention 28 
was serious. But the Defendant did not say this to us, not even at the stage of sentencing, and also did not 29 
express regret for his actions or omissions. 30 
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4.8 Any person who takes part in the chain of death, including one who conspires and attempts to take part in the 1 
same chain, knows that if he is caught, he will not be vindicated, and that he will face serious sentence. And in 2 
fact, in the case law that was submitted to us by the defense attorney, punishments were meted out that varied 3 
between sentences of six and a half to ten years. This is also the case where defendants were convicted in aiding 4 
an enemy in war or conspiracy to aid an enemy in war [see Felony Case 1193/02 State of Israel v. Na’aman et 5 
al; Felony Case 1059/02 State of Israel v. Musa Hasuna et al; Felony 5067/02 State of Israel v. Sofyan et al). 6 
However, each case and its circumstances. Moreover in two of the cases, a plea bargain was reached also about 7 
the sentencing or its parameters, and we have a general rule that we do not infer from plea bargains with regard 8 
to the Prosecution’s considerations for each agreement. 9 

 10 
 In addition, with the passing of time, and as long as the wave of attacks and suicide bombers has not yet been 11 

eradicated from the country, we find it proper to raise the bar of the punishment in these types of offenses. 12 
 13 
 Someone who put himself voluntarily, with initiative and wholeheartedly at the service of the enemy, as a tool, 14 

so that the enemy could use him, his ideas and his initiatives, and operate him to achieve its goals, someone who 15 
transformed himself into a tool in the hands of those seeking to murder and harm residents of Israel, commits the 16 
worst of actions, and his punishment must be measured accordingly. Other than the requirement that the 17 
punishment reflect the severity of the action, the punishment must act as a deterrent to anyone who may consider 18 
in the future being used as a tool by murderous organizations, to carry out acts of terror and murder. 19 

 20 
 In the end, our decision is to impose a life sentence of imprisonment on the Defendant. 21 
 22 
 Right to appeal within 45 days. 23 
 24 
 Handed down today 18 Tevet, 5764 (January 12, 2004) 25 
 26 
 ___________________  ___________________  ______________________ 27 
 Y. Dar, Judge    Y. Cohen, Judge   Y. Amit, Judge 28 
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